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This paper is a structured introduction to Intuitionistic Light Affine Logic (ILAL). ILAL has
a polynomially costing normalization, and it is expressive enough to encode, and simulate, all
PolyTime Turing machines. The bound on the normalization cost is proved by introducing
the proof-nets for ILAL. The bound follows from a suitable normalization strategy that exploits
structural properties of the proof-nets. This allows to have a good catch on the meaning of the
§ modality, which is a peculiarity of light logics. The expressive power of ILAL is demonstrated
in full details. Such a proof gives a flavor of the non trivial task of programming with resource
limitations, using ILAL derivations as programs.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: F.4.1 [MATHEMATICAL LOGIC AND FORMAL LANGUAGES ]:
Mathematical Logic—Proof theory

General Terms: Languages, Theory

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper fits in the area ofimplicit polytime computational systems[Girard et al. 1998;
Leivant and Marion 1993; Leivant 1994; Girard 1998]. The purpose of such systems is
manifold. On the theoretical side, they provide a better understanding about thelogical
essenceof calculating with time restrictions. Those ones admitting a Curry-Howard corre-
spondence [Girard et al. 1989] yield sophisticated typing systems that,statically, provide
an accurate upper bound on the complexity of the computation. The types give essential
information on the strategy to efficiently reduce the terms they type.
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A cornerstone in the area is Girard’s Light Linear Logic [Girard 1998] (LLL ), a de-
ductive system with cut elimination,i.e. a logical system. In [Asperti 1998], Light Affine
Logic (LAL ), a slight variation ofLLL , was introduced. [Roversi 1999] makes some basic
observations about how to build a proof of the representation power ofLAL , and, although
indirectly, of LLL as well. This paper is a monolithic reworking of both papers with the
hope to make the subject more widely accessible. The paper isaddressed to people ac-
quainted with basics of Linear Logic [Girard 1995].

The main results of this paper are two theorems about Intuitionistic Light Affine Logic
(ILAL ).

Theorem. (Complexity bound of ILAL) There exist a functionf : N × N −→ N and
a reduction strategy⊲ρ for a set of basic reduction steps such that, for every proof-netΠ,
⊲ρ reducesΠ to its normal form in a number of elementary reduction steps bounded by
f(D(Π), ∂(Π)), beingD(Π) the dimension ofΠ, and∂(Π) the depthof Π. Moreover,
f(D(Π), ∂(Π)) is a polynomial inD(Π), whose exponent is only function of∂(Π).

Theorem. (Representation power) There exists a translation̂ from everyPolyTime
Turing machineT to a proof-net̂T of ILAL, so thatT̂ simulatesT . Thedepth∂(T̂ ) of T̂ is
a function of the degree of the polynomial that bounds the length of the computations ofT ,
and never depends on the dimension of the input.

In more details,LAL is introduced by adding full weakening toLLL . This modification
both preserves the good complexity property thatLAL inherits fromLLL , and greatly
simplifiesLLL itself. Indeed, the number of rules decreases from 21 to just11 rules, and
LAL is endowed with additives, without adding them explicitly:“free weakening” sounds
like “free additive computational behavior.” Rephrasing Girard [Girard 1998], the slogan
behind the design ofLAL is: the abuse of contraction may have damaging complexity
effects, but the abstinence from weakening leads to inessential syntactical complications.

Paper road-map. Section 2 recalls the single-side sequent calculus ofLAL , as in-
troduced in [Asperti 1998], with some informal descriptions about its main principles.
Section 3 restricts the sequent calculus of Section 2 to its intuitionistic form, so introduc-
ing ILAL . The sequent calculus of this section should be looked at as atraditional tool to
speak aboutILAL , but it is not our favorite language to prove the main properties ofILAL
itself. To that purpose we prefer proof-nets, as defined in Section 4, on which we shall
develop computations in terms of elementary rewriting steps and garbage rewriting steps,
as described in Section 5. Section 6 shows that the proof-nets of ILAL , endowed with
the above rewriting steps, are a good programming language,i.e. they are closed under the
normalization, they are confluent, and their normalizationhas the expected polynomially
bounded cost.

Our next step is to prove thatILAL is expressive enough to represent all the polyno-
mially computable functions. As anticipated in the theoremabove, this is accomplished
by showing the existence of an encoding from the set ofPolyTime Turing machines to
ILAL . Of course it would be possible to write the whole encoding, using the proof-nets.
However, we found that this approach could not be proposed because the proof-nets hide
their sequence of construction, making it more difficult to read out the programs they rep-
resent. So, Section 7 introduces an intuitionistic double-side sequent calculus, equivalent
to the single-side one ofILAL , of Section 3. Then, the double-side sequent calculus is en-
coded by a functional language, which is an extendedλ-Calculus, whose terms are typed
by the formulas ofILAL . Section 8 is a first programming example with the functional
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T = {α,β,γ,...,α⊥,β⊥,γ⊥,...}

Fig. 1. Literals ofLAL

A ::= T | A⊗ A | A℘A | ∀α.A | ∃α.A | !A | ?A | §A

Fig. 2. Formulas ofLAL

(α⊥)⊥ = α

(!A)⊥ = ?(A⊥)

(§A)⊥ = §(A⊥)

(?A)⊥ = !(A⊥)

(A⊗ B)⊥ = A⊥℘B⊥

(A℘B)⊥ = A⊥ ⊗ B⊥

(∀α.A)⊥ = ∃α.A⊥

(∃α.A)⊥ = ∀α.A⊥

Fig. 3. “De Morgan” laws on the formulas

notation. We develop a numerical system with a predecessor which is syntactically linear,
up to weakening, and which obeys a general programming scheme, that we shall heavily
exploit to encode the whole class ofPolyTimeTuring machines as well. Section 9 contains
a second programming example. For the first time, we write allthe details to encode the
polynomials with positive degree and positive coefficientsas derivations ofILAL . Sec-
tion 10 shows the expressive power ofILAL . The proof is a further programming exercise.
It consists of the definition of a translation fromPolyTime Turing machines to terms of our
functional language. For a simpler encoding, we make some simplifying, but not restrict-
ing assumptions, on the class ofPolyTimeTuring machine effectively encoded. Section 11
concludes the paper with some observations and hypothesis on future work.

2. LIGHT AFFINE LOGIC

Light Affine Logic (LAL ) is both a variant, and a simplification of Light Linear Logic
(LLL ). We recall it here below. LetT be a denumerable set of propositional variables,
called literals, as in Figure 1. The literals with formα⊥, for someα, arenegative. All
the others arepositive. The setF of formulas ofLAL is the language, generated by the
grammar in Figure 2, and partitioned by the equations in Figure 3.

The sequent calculus ofLAL is in Figure 4. The judgments have form⊢ Γ , whereΓ

(and also∆) denotes a,possibly empty, multi-set ofF , and!Γ (§Γ) denotes the distribution
of ! (§) along all the components ofΓ .

Like in Linear Logic (LL ), we may only perform contraction on?-modal assumptions
?A. However, inLAL (LLL ), the potential explosion of the computation, due to an ex-
plosion of the use of(c)-rules, is taken under control. This is achieved by means of two
simultaneous restrictions onLL . Firstly, every(!)-rule has at most one assumption. So,
the duplication of an instancer of a (!)-rule, as effect of the cut elimination, can produce
at most one instance of the duplicating(c)-rule, used to contract the assumption ofr, if
any. Secondly, the dereliction of an occurrencer of a (!)-rule, which keeps its premise,
while deletingr, is completely banned fromLAL (LLL ). Namely, any of the logical rules
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(ax)
⊢ A,A⊥ (cut) ⊢ Γ,A ⊢ A⊥,∆

⊢ Γ,∆

(⊗) ⊢ Γ,A ⊢ ∆,B
⊢ Γ,∆,A⊗ B

(℘) ⊢ Γ,A,B
⊢ Γ,A℘B

(∀)
⊢ Γ,A α 6∈ FV(Γ)

⊢ Γ,∀α.A
(∃)

⊢ Γ,A[B/α]
⊢ Γ,∃α.A

(h)
⊢ Γ

(w) ⊢ Γ
⊢ Γ,A

(c) ⊢ Γ,?A,?A
⊢ Γ,?A

(!)
⊢ B1,...,Bm,A m≤ 1

⊢ ?B1,...,?Bm,!A

(§) ⊢ Γ,∆
⊢ ?Γ,§∆

Fig. 4. Light Affine Logic

A ::= T | A⊗ A | A℘A | A ⊸ A | A ⊸⊥ A | ∀α.A | ∃α.A | !A | ?A | §A

Fig. 5. Formulas ofILAL

of LAL (LLL ) cannot change the number of instances of(!)-rules following it, as effect of
the cut elimination. This mechanism becomes evident by adopting the proof-nets for the
sequent calculus in Figure 4.

The two, just described, restrictions enormously decreasethe overall expressive power,
which is recovered by introducing a modality§ by a(§)-rule. Like inLLL , § is self-dual. A
(§)-rule may usemultipleoccurrences of?-modal assumptions. To prevent the explosion of
the occurrences of(c)-rules, as the cut elimination proceeds,LAL (LLL ) cannot contract
any§-modal formula. Namely, any occurrence of a(§)-rule can be duplicated.

The intuitive description about howLAL (LLL ) controls the cut elimination complex-
ity, never mentioned(w)-rule. The point aboutLAL is exactly here: the unrestricted
weakening does not falsify any of the just described intuitions.

3. INTUITIONISTIC LIGHT AFFINE LOGIC

This section focuses our attention on Intuitionistic LightAffine Logic (ILAL ), by restrict-
ing the sequent calculus in Figure 4. We start by the same set of literals as in Figure 1 to
define the setI, which extendsF . The grammar ofI is in Figure 5, andI is partitioned
by the set equations in Figure 6, which extends the set in Figure 3.

The sequent calculus ofILAL is in Figure 7. Its judgments have form⊢ Γ ; A, whereΓ

may be empty. Of course, the single-side sequent calculus inFigure 7 can be related to a
single-side calculus as follows. Define theinjection⋆ : I −→ I, as in Figure 8. Then,
prove :

LEMMA 3.1. ⊢ Γ ; A if, and only if,(Γ⋆)⊥ ⊢ A⋆, provided that both(Γ⋆)⊥ andA⋆ are
free of occurrences of the negation⊥.

Observe that requiring(Γ⋆)⊥ andA⋆ to be free of⊥ means that the single-side sequent
calculus we have in mind inductively builds usual Linear logic formulas, of course, ex-
tended with those containing the logical operator§, starting from a set of positive literals

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. TBD, No. TBD,TBD TBD.
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(α⊥)⊥ = α

(!A)⊥ = ?(A⊥)

(§A)⊥ = §(A⊥)

(?A)⊥ = !(A⊥)

(A⊗ B)⊥ = A⊥℘B⊥

(A℘B)⊥ = A⊥ ⊗ B⊥

(∀α.A)⊥ = ∃α.A⊥

(∃α.A)⊥ = ∀α.A⊥

(A ⊸ B)⊥ = A⊥ ⊸⊥ B⊥

(A ⊸⊥ B)⊥ = A⊥ ⊸ B⊥

Fig. 6. “De Morgan” laws on the formulas ofILAL

(ax)
⊢ A;A⊥ (cut) ⊢ Γ;A ⊢ A⊥,∆;B

⊢ Γ,∆;B

(⊗) ⊢ Γ;A ⊢ ∆;B
⊢ Γ,∆;A⊗ B

(℘) ⊢ Γ,A,B;C
⊢ Γ,A℘B;C

(⊸) ⊢ Γ,A;B
⊢ Γ;A ⊸ B

(⊸⊥) ⊢ Γ;A ⊢ B,∆;C

⊢ Γ,A ⊸⊥ B,∆;C

(∀)
⊢ Γ;A α 6∈ FV(Γ)

⊢ Γ;∀α.A
(∃)

⊢ Γ,A[B/α];C
⊢ Γ,∃α.A;C

(h)
⊢ Γ;A

(w) ⊢ Γ;B
⊢ Γ,A;B

(c) ⊢ Γ,?A,?A;B
⊢ Γ,?A;B

(!)
⊢ B1,...,Bm ;A m≤ 1

⊢ ?B1,...,?Bm ; !A

(§) ⊢ Γ,∆;A
⊢ ?Γ,§∆;§A

Fig. 7. Intuitionistic Light Affine Logic

α⋆ = α

(A⊥)⋆ = (A⋆)⊥

(A⊗ B)⋆ = A⋆ ⊗ B⋆

(A ⊸ B)⋆ = (A⋆)⊥ ⊸ B⋆

(!A)⋆ = !(A⋆)

(§A)⋆ = §(A⋆)

(∀α.A)⋆ = ∀α.(A⋆)

Fig. 8. From double to single-side sequents, and vice-versa

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. TBD, No. TBD,TBD TBD.
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.....

Fig. 9. The vertices of the oriented graphs ofG

{α, β, . . .}, using⊗, ⊸, ∀, !, §. So, any issue related to the self-duality of§ gets forgotten.
However, at least for the moment, we stick to the intuitionistic single-side sequents because
it is directly related to the structure of the proof-nets forILAL of Section 4. Recall that
the proof-nets are our favorite language to prove thatILAL can be used as a programming
language with a polynomial normalization cost. In Section 7, we shall move to the more
traditional double-side sequent calculus, to design a termcalculus which we shall exploit
as a compact representation of the proof-nets.

4. THE PROOF-NETS

This section adapts the technology of proof-nets, given forusualLL , to our purposes. Our
references are mainly [Tortora 2000b; 2000a], which give anexhaustive reworking and
extensions of previous results about proof-nets forLL .

Focus on the languageG of oriented graphssuch that:

—the vertices of the graphs are in Figure 9. The solid and hollow circles are thepolarized
portsof the vertices: a solid circle denotespositiveports. The others arenegative. The
arcs entering a port of a node are itsassumptions. Those exiting a port of a node are its
conclusions. The number ofpremisesof a node is its indegree. Theconclusionsare as
many as the value of the outdegree.

—the oriented arcs of the graphs are labeled by the formulas of I, and they only connect
ports with the same polarity, according to the indegree and to the outdegree of the vertex.

Remark that from positive ports it does not necessarily exitan arc. “Node” and “vertex” are
two interchangeable words, like “arc” and “edge.” The notion of ports/premises/conclusions
obviously extends to any graph ofG. When drawing graphs, if the label of a port is a multi-
set of formulas, that port is, in fact, a set of ports.

Definition 4.1. A proof-structureof ILAL is a graphG of G such that:

(1) every edge ofG is conclusion of a unique node, and is premise of at most one node;

(2) G may contain!-boxes. A!-box is a sub-graphG ′ of G that can be depicted as in
Figure 10, where:
—the conclusion of exactly one!-node is theprincipal port ofG ′;
—at most one?-node can be thesecondaryport ofG ′;

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. TBD, No. TBD,TBD TBD.
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Fig. 10. A!-box

Fig. 11. A§-box

—the graphG ′′ in G ′ is a proof-structure;

(3) G may contain§-boxes. A§-box is a sub-graphG ′ of G that can be depicted as in
Figure 11, where:
—the conclusion of exactly one§+-node is theprincipal port ofG ′;
—the remaining ports ofG ′ aresecondaryand must be partitioned into two, possibly

empty, sets. Every port of the first set must be the conclusionof a §−-node. Every
port of the other set, must be the conclusion of a?-node;

—the graphG ′′ in G ′ is a proof-structure;

(4) G cannot contain!-nodes,?-nodes,§+-nodes and§−-nodes not associated to a!-box
or to a§-box;

(5) every pair of boxes is either disjoint or one is included into the other;

(6) every∀-node ofG binds a distinct variable, itseigenvariable. Every eigenvariable is
subject to the following constraints:
—it cannot occur free in the formulas labeling the conclusions ofG;
—if α is the eigenvariable of some∀-node, contained in a boxB, then every occurrence

of α must be inB;

(7) every occurrence of aw-node has ajumpassociated with it. A jump is an occurrence
of any of the nodes ofG.

Definition 4.2. Any noden of a given proof-structuredepends (on an eigenvariable)α

if α is free in the formula labeling one of the premises ofn.

Remark that an∃-node depends onα if its premise is labeled byA[B/β], andα is free in
B.

Definition 4.3. Any noden of a given proof-structureis at depthd if n is enclosed in
d boxes.

Themaximal depth∂ of a proof-structure is the maximal depth of its nodes.

Obviously, the depth extends to the edges and the boxes of a proof-structure.

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. TBD, No. TBD,TBD TBD.
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Fig. 12. A net peculiar ofILAL

Definition 4.4. A switching graphS(Π) of a proof-structureΠ:

(1) contains all the nodes ofΠ at level0, and
(2) in place of every box (either! or §) at level0 in Π, contains an instance of anh-node

with as many ports as the box.
(3) the edges ofS(Π) areunorientedand:

(a) every node⊸, ℘, c of S(Π) has only one of its two premises it had inΠ;
(b) for everyw-noden, the jump fromn to a nodem of Π becomes an edge between

n andm in S(Π);
(c) for every∀-noden, S(Π) has either the edge premise ofn, or its has an edge

betweenn and one of the nodes ofΠ that depend on the eigenvariable ofn.

Definition 4.5. A proof-structureΠ is aproof-netwhen:

(1) everyS(Π) is both connected and acyclic, and
(2) the proof-structure of every box ofΠ at level0 is a proof-net.

Theorem 4.6 Sequentialization. LetΠ be a proof-net whose ports are labeled by the
formulas inΓ, A, beingA positive, and, every formula ofΓ , negative. Then,⊢ Γ ; A is
derivable in the sequent calculus ofILAL.

The proof is step-wise coincident to the proof of sequentialization forLL , as presented in
[Tortora 2000b; 2000a], except for the additives, which arenot present inILAL . We just
want to comment about what happens, relatively to the differences between the proof-nets
of ILAL and ofLL . Every jump in LL is between aw-node and anax-node. InILAL ,
we allow jumps from an instancem of a w-node to any other noden. Firstly, forgetting
about the additives ofLL , this results in a larger set of legal proof-structures: Figure 12
shows anILAL proof-net, without correspondent inLL . Liberalized jumps simply say
that, in the sequent calculus, a(w)-rule can be used immediately after the rule which
introducesn, during the sequentialization. Another difference between LL andILAL is
that the premises and the conclusions of the?-nodes in a box ofLL are labeled by the same
formula, unlikeILAL . However, the sequentialization proceeds inductively: every !-box
B corresponds to a well formed derivation ofILAL , that concludes by an instancer of a
(!)-rule. The form of the premises of the proof-net insideB, which coincides to those of
r, are uninfluential to the sequentialization that keeps building a well formed derivation
belowr. The same is true for§-boxes. Finally, the polarization. It only requires to map
a positive port to the unique positive formula of the sequent, and negative ports to the
negative formulas, when sequentializing.

5. THE NORMALIZATION OF THE PROOF-NETS

The elementary reduction steps, also calledelementary rewriting steps, and abbreviated
as ers, are in Figure 13, 14, and 15. Figure 16 and 17, instead,introduce thegarbage
collecting steps (gcs).

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. TBD, No. TBD,TBD TBD.
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Fig. 13. The linearers

Fig. 14. The shiftingers

Figure 13 introduces thelinear ers. The first and seconders in Figure 13 describe how
the pairs of nodes⊗/℘ and⊸ / ⊸⊥ annihilates. The third one is the annihilation of the
pair ∀/∃, subject to:Π ′ is Π whereB replaces every free occurrence of the eigenvariable
α.

Figure 14 introduces theshifting ers, where(2A)⊥ ≡ ⋆A⊥, and, if ♦ ≡ !, then: (i)
⋆ ≡ ?, (ii) the nodes represented byn cannot exist, and (iii) ifm exists, it is a single!-node.
Otherwise, if♦ ≡ §, then: (i)⋆ ∈ {?, §−}, and (ii) the sequences of nodes, represented by
bothm andn, exist according to the formation rules of! and§-boxes.

Figure 15 defines thepolynomialers that only duplicates!-boxes. Observe that the
contraction on the ports labeled with?B cannot exist if the!-box does not have such ports.

Figure 16 defines the first set ofgcs. The firstgcs replaces acut-node, followed by
an ax-node, with a link. The symmetric configuration, with anax-node, followed by

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. TBD, No. TBD,TBD TBD.
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Fig. 15. The polynomialers

a cut-node, originates agcsas well, with the same behavior. The secondgcs requires
(2A)⊥ ≡ ⋆A⊥. It generalizes the standard rewriting step that, inLL , only erases the
!-boxes. Remark that the graph resulting from the step is a sequence of as manyw-nodes
as the components ofΓ . However, the unconstrained weakening ofILAL requires the
simplification of a number of new configurations, with respect to the proof-nets ofLL , to
get to acut-free proof-net ofILAL . In particular, for preserving the structural invariance
that acut-node plugs together positive and negative ports of a net, the thirdgcsin Figure 16
exploits anh-node with asingleconclusion. Observe also the lastgcs, where a pairh/w

annihilates.
Figure 17 defines the second, and last, set ofgcs, which can be viewed as complementary

to those in Figure 16, and such that(⋆A)⊥ ≡ 2A⊥.
As usual, aredexis the graph to the left of aners, or of agcs, while areductis the graph

to its right. If not otherwise stated, we write “rewriting steps” meaning all theersand the
gcsin the seters∪gcs. A netΠ is ⊲-normal, or simply normal, if it cannot be rewritten by
any rewriting step. Also, a net islinear-normalif it cannot be rewritten by any linearers.
Analogous definitions apply to shifters, poly ers, and togcs.

6. THE PROPERTIES OF THE NORMALIZATION

This section shows that asuitable set of proof-nets can be used as a programming language
with the expected costs. From now on:

“proof-nets” means the nets free ofh-nodes with negative ports.

This restricted set of proof-nets is closed under⊲, which can reduce every proof-netΠ

to a unique normal form, in a number of⊲ steps bounded by a polynomial in the dimension
of Π. We shall also explicit the relation between the proof-netsand the single-side sequent
calculus ofILAL , with respect their dynamics.

6.1 Stability under rewriting

THEOREM 6.1. The set of proof-nets ofILAL is closed under⊲.

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. TBD, No. TBD,TBD TBD.
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Fig. 16. Thegcsrelative to thew-nodes

The proof divides into two parts. The rewriting steps must produce proof-nets whoseh-
nodes are free from negative ports, and whose switching graphs are connected and acyclic.
The first requirement holds by definition of rewriting steps.The proof relative to the
switching graphs is step-wise coincident to the analogous proof for LL , as presented in
[Tortora 2000b; 2000a], except for both additives andgcs. Additives are not an issue, since
they are not inILAL . Let us focus ongcs, for proving that they transform proof-nets in
proof-nets. For everygcsin Figure 16 and for the last threegcsin Figure 17, this can be
proved by assuming the existence of a proof-structure, witha reduct in it, that cannot be
a proof-net, because some of its switching graphs is cyclic or unconnected. This assump-
tion, however, implies that the proof-structure, containing the corresponding redex, could
not be a proof-net as well. Finally, focus on the first twogcsin Figure 17. They introduce
w-nodes not initially present in the redex. The connectivityof the switching graphs holds
thanks to the jump between the neww-nodes and theh-nodes, labeled♦B in the firstgcs
andB in the second one. Acyclicity follows from the aciclicity ofthe (switching graphs)

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. TBD, No. TBD,TBD TBD.
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Fig. 17. Thegcsrelative to theh-nodes

of the proof-net, before the reduction of thegcs.

6.2 Relating the Normalization of the Proof-nets and of the Sequent Calculus

THEOREM 6.2. Let π be any derivation of⊢ Γ ; A. AssumeΠπ be the proof-net which
corresponds toπ, according to Theorem 4.6. Let alsoΠ ′ be any proof-net such thatΠπ

reduces to, after some rewriting steps. Ifπ ′ corresponds toΠ ′, according to Theorem 4.6,
then there exists a sequence of cut elimination steps that transformsπ into π ′.

We leave as an exercise to the reader to make explicit all the cut elimination steps on the
sequent calculus, and the details of the proof. The statement can be proved by showing
that it holds case by case, on the definition of the rewriting steps.

Here, we want to detail out an example to show why the following statement does not
hold:

Let π andπ ′ be two derivations of⊢ Γ ; A. Call Ππ andΠ ′
π the two proof-

nets, corresponding toπ andπ ′, respectively, according to Theorem 4.6. Ifπ

reduces toπ ′, by some cut elimination steps, thenΠπ normalizes toΠ ′
π, by

means of some rewriting steps.

ACM Transactions on Computational Logic, Vol. TBD, No. TBD,TBD TBD.
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(cut)

(℘)

(⊗)

(ax)
⊢ p⊥;p

(ax)
⊢ q⊥;q

⊢ p⊥,q⊥;p⊗ q

⊢ p⊥℘q⊥;p⊗ q
(w)

π

⊢ Γ;C

⊢ p⊥℘q⊥,Γ;C

⊢ p⊥℘q⊥,Γ;C
reduces to

(℘)

(cut)

(⊗)

(ax)
⊢ p⊥;p

(ax)
⊢ q⊥;q

⊢ p⊥,q⊥;p⊗ q
(w)

π

⊢ Γ;C

⊢ p⊥℘q⊥,Γ;C

⊢ p⊥,q⊥,Γ;C

⊢ p⊥℘q⊥,Γ;C
reduces to

(w)

π

⊢ Γ;C

⊢ p⊥℘q⊥,Γ;C

Fig. 18. Some cut elimination steps at work

Fig. 19. Some garbage collecting steps at work

Look at Figure18, and 19. The assumptions are thatΠπ corresponds toπ and that the
uppemost derivation of Figure 18 corresponds to the uppermost proof-net in Figure 19.
Observe that the normalization of top-most the proof-net inFigure 19 does not yield a
proof-net corresponding to the top-most derivation that wecan obtain after some cut elim-
ination steps, applied to the derivation in Figure 18. The reason is that the proof-nets erase
structure using a node-by-node process, while the sequent calculus can also erase blocks
of derivations at once. However, we want to remark that the sequent calculus can be as
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Node lwgt

⊗,℘,⊸,⊸⊥,c 3
∀,∃,!,?,§+ ,§−,w,h,cut 1

Fig. 20. Linear weight of the nodes

fine-grained as the proof-nets when erasing structure, thanks to its(h)-rule. This is why
the Theorem 6.2 holds; namely, from the dynamic point of view, the sequent calculus can
always copy-cat what the proof-nets do.

6.3 Complexity bounds

This subsection proves the existence of a strategy for the rewriting steps that normalizes ev-
ery proof-netΠ in a number of rewriting steps, bounded by a polynomial in thedimension
of Π. The bound is:

O(D6∂

(Π)) ,

beingD(Π) the dimension ofΠ, and∂ the maximal depth ofΠ.

Definition 6.3. LetΠ be a proof-net, andl ≤ ∂.

—Thedimension ofΠ at levell, denoted bydl(Π), is the number of nodes in Figure 9 at
level l;

—ThedimensionD(Π) is simply
∑

∂

l=0 dl(Π).

In absence of ambiguities,Π is omitted.

The complexity bound holds for a specific reduction strategy, which will be introduced
after some lemma and definitions.

Definition 6.4. LetΠ be a net, andl ≤ ∂. Π is l-normalif:

—Π is linear-normal at every level0 ≤ i ≤ l,

—Π is both shift and poly-normal at every level0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1,

—Π gcs-normal at every level0 ≤ i ≤ l − 1.

The reason why we differentiate between the second and the third clause in the definition
here above lies in the definition of the reduction strategy weshall find in Definition 6.10.
Intuitively, the reduction strategy alternates blocks of linear reduction steps with blocks
of both shifting and polynomial reduction steps. Every block may produce some garbage
whose elimination simplifies the proof of the result about the complexity of the whole
strategy. So, we need to explicitely express when a given level isgcs-normal.

Definition 6.5. LetΠ be anl − 1-normal proof-net. The leftmost column of the table
in Figure 20 defines thelinear weightlwgt of every (instance) of the nodes ofΠ, at levell.

Thelinear weightlwgtl(Π) at levell of Π is the sum of all the linear weights of its nodes
at l, according to Figure 20.

FACT 6.1. Let l ≤ ∂(Π), for someΠ. Assume thatΠ rewrites toΠ ′ through a linear
ersor through agcsat levell. Then,lwgtl(Π) > lwgtl(Π

′).
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Fig. 21. The weight of the links: the base case

Fig. 22. The weight of the links: the identity case

It is enough to check that the relation holds for everyersandgcsin Figure 13, 16, and 17.

LEMMA 6.6. Let l ≤ ∂(Π), for someΠ. The linearersat levell, together with thegcs,
applied at the same level, are strongly normalizing, after,at most,3dl(Π) steps.

Strong normalizability is the direct consequence of Fact 6.1. The bound holds because
we cannot perform more linearers andgcs than the value of lwgtl(Π), which is at most
3dl(Π).

Now, we focus on the normalization of shift and polyers. We need to associate a
shift/poly weightto every nodeand arc.

Definition 6.7. LetΠ be anl-normal proof-net, withl ≤ ∂. The shift/poly weight
spwgtl(Π) of Π at levell is apartial function from the nodes and the links ofΠ at levell
to N. Let x be any link ofΠ at levell:

—spwgtl(Π)(x) = 0 if either x is a port ofΠ, or it is the premise of one of the nodes
℘, ∃, ?, §−, or it is the negative premise of one of the nodes⊸, ⊸⊥, as in Figure 21;

—spwgtl(Π)(x) = spwgtl(Π)(y) if x is the positive port of either anax-node or of a
cut-node, andy is the negative port of one of the same nodes, as in Figure 22;

—spwgtl(Π)(x) = spwgtl(Π)(y) if x is one of the premises of ac-node andy is the
conclusion of the samec-node, as in Figure 22;

—spwgtl(Π)(x) = 1 + spwgtl(Π)(y) if y is a secondary port of some!-box, andx the
principal port of the same!-box, as in Figure 23. Ifx is the unique port of the!-box, then
spwgtl(Π)(x) = 1;

—spwgtl(Π)(x) = 1 +
∑m

i=1 spwgtl(Π)(yi) if yi is a secondary port of some§-box, and
x the principal port of the same§-box, as in Figure 23. Ifx is the unique port of the
§-box, then spwgtl(Π)(x) = 1.

Let n be any node ofΠ at levell:
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.....

Fig. 23. The weight of the links: the box case

—spwgtl(Π)(n) = spwgtl(Π)(x) if n is a!/§+-node andx its conclusion;

—spwgtl(Π)(n) = (spwgtl(Π)(y))2 if n is ac-node andy its conclusion;

—spwgtl(Π)(n) = 1 if n is either anax or acut-node.

spwgtl(Π) is undefined on any other link and node.

The definition here above tells us that every contraction node is as “heavy” as the shift/poly
weight of the net, rooted at its conclusion. In particular, the links whose shift/poly weight
is 0 are those where ac-node stops moving down, through a net, during the normalization.

Definition 6.8. Call “polygcs” the two firstgcsin Figure 16.

The meaning of the definition here above must be looked for in the details of the definition
of the strategy, whose building blocks are therounds, which are going to be introduced in
Definition 6.10. Intuitively, the polygcsare the only garbage collecting steps that a block
of shifting and polynomial rewriting steps, applied at level l − 1 may originate, starting
from a proof-net which isl − 1-normal. All this is formalized by Fact 6.3 here below.

By the definition of shifters:

FACT 6.2. Let Π be l − 1-normal, withl ≤ ∂. If the reduction of a shifters in Π at
l − 1 creates a new redex, it is at levell.

FACT 6.3. LetΠ bel − 1-normal, withl ≤ ∂. The reduction of polyersat levell − 1

can only create new shift/polyersand new polygcsat l − 1.

For proving this, it is enough to assume the possibility to create some other kind of redex
in Π. This would contradict thatΠ wasl-normal.

FACT 6.4. LetΠ bel − 1-normal, withl ≤ ∂. Assume thatΠ rewrites toΠ ′ through a
shift/polyersor a polygcsat levell − 1. Then,spwgtl−1(Π) > spwgtl−1(Π ′).

For proving Fact 6.4, it is enough to check that the relation holds for every of the mentioned
ers andgcs in Figure 14, 15, and 16, exploiting Fact 6.2 and 6.3 to assurethat we shall
never need to evaluate the undefined weight of some node.

LEMMA 6.9. Let Π be l − 1-normal, withl ≤ ∂. The shift/polyersat level l − 1,
together with the polygcs, applied at the same level, are strongly normalizing in a number
of steps which isO(d3

l−1(Π)).
Let rewriteΠ into Π ′ which is both shift/poly normal andgcsnormal at levell − 1.

Then,dj(Π
′) is O(dl−1(Π) · dj(Π)), for every levell − 1 ≤ j ≤ ∂(Π ′).

Strong normalizability is the direct consequence of Fact 6.4. The bound holds because,
for everyc-node, we cannot perform more polyers than the value of spwgt2

l−1(Π), which
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cannot be greater thand2
l−1(Π). Since thec-nodes cannot be more thandl−1(Π), the total

number of polyers is, at mostd3
l−1(Π). Now, firstly observe that every polyersadds two

nodes at levell−1. Thanks to Fact 6.2 and 6.3, at mostdl−1(Π) c-nodes, each generating at
most2dl−1(Π) redexes, yield a quadratic overhead of shiftersand polygcsto be reduced,
besides the cubic bound for polyers. This gives the normalization boundO(d3

l−1(Π)).
Secondly, besides adding two nodes atl, every polyers doubles a!-box. Iterating this
duplication at mostdl−1(Π) times for eachc-node, it yieldsdj(Π

′) ≤ dl−1(Π) · dj(Π),
for everyl − 1 ≤ j ≤ ∂(Π ′).

Lemma 6.6 and 6.9 justify the definition of thereduction rounds:

Definition 6.10. LetΠ bel − 1-normal, with0 ≤ l ≤ ∂. A reduction round⊲l
ρ on Π

at l reduces the rewriting steps in the following order:

(1) all the shift/polyersand polygcsat l − 1, in any order,
(2) all the linearersandgcsat l, in any order.

Then,⊲l
ρ stops.

Remark thatl = 0 in the definition here above means that we do not apply point 1,because
Π does not have negative levels.

LEMMA 6.11. Let Π, andΠ ′ be such thatΠ is l − 1-normal, with0 ≤ l ≤ ∂, and
Π ⊲

l
ρ Π ′. Then:

(1) Π ′ is l-normal;
(2) The length of the reductionΠ ⊲

l
ρ Π ′ is O(D3(Π));

(3) dj(Π
′) is O(D2(Π)), for all l − 1 ≤ j ≤ ∂.

The first point is true by Definition 6.10 of⊲l
ρ, thanks to Lemma 6.6 and 6.9. The second

and the third points are a consequence of Lemma 6.9, wheredl−1(Π) anddj(Π), for every
l − 1 ≤ j ≤ ∂(Π ′), are certainly smaller thanD(Π).

THEOREM 6.12. Every proof-netΠ of ILAL can normalize inO(D6∂

(Π)) steps.

Thanks to Lemma 6.11, iterating the rounds from the lower level to the upper one onΠ,
we have:

Π ≡ Π0 ⊲
0
ρ . . . ⊲i−1

ρ Πi ⊲
i
ρ Πi+1 ⊲

i+1
ρ . . .

whereΠi rewrites inΠi+1, usingO(D3(Πi)) steps. So,Πi is obtained after:

O(

i−1∑

k=0

D
6k

(Π)) (1)

rewriting steps. The reduction sequence here above cannot be longer than∂(Π) because
ersandgcsare, level by level, strongly normalizing. In particular, it is shorter if somegcs
erases, at some point, the last box constituting the level∂ of Π. So, the upper limit of (1)
is ∂(Π). Thanks to the following relations:

∂(Π)−1∑

k=0

D
6k

(Π) ≤
6∂(Π)

∑

k=0

D
k(Π) ≤

D
6∂(Π)+1(Π) − 1

D(Π) − 1

we can conclude thatΠ normalizes in, at most,O(D6∂

(Π)) steps.
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p ::= Tvariables | p⊗p

Fig. 24. The patterns for the concrete syntax

M,N ::= Tvariables | (λP.M) | (MN) | M⊗N | !M | !M | §M | §̄M

Fig. 25. The concrete syntax

6.4 Confluence

Finally, we prove that the proof-nets can be used as a programming language:

THEOREM 6.13. The set of normal forms of every proof-net ofILAL is a singleton.

The proof follows a classical scheme, based on local convergence and strong normalizabil-
ity. To that aim:

Definition 6.14. For every0 ≤ l ≤ ∂(Π), Π ′ is an l-normal formof a proof-netΠ, if
Π ≡ Π0 ⊲

0
ρ . . . ⊲

l
ρ Πl+1 ≡ Π ′.

Observe thatΠ ′ here above isl-normal, thanks to Lemma 6.11. Moreover, it is (boring
but) simple to check the local confluence of the rewriting steps iners∪gcs:

LEMMA 6.15. If Π rewrites in asingle rewriting stepto bothΠ1 andΠ2, then there is
Π3 to which bothΠ1 andΠ2 rewrite after some, possibly none, steps.

At this point, a simple inductive argument implies the proofof Theorem 6.13. Letl = 0,
and assume the existence of two0-normal formsΠ1 andΠ ′

1 of Π. This would contradict
the absence of critical pairs, among the linearersand thegcs, as proved by Lemma 6.15.
If l > 0, by induction,Πl is the uniquel − 1-normal form ofΠ. The assumption of the
existence of twol-normal formsΠl+1 andΠ ′

i+1 such that bothΠl ⊲
l
ρ Πi+1 andΠl ⊲

l
ρ

Π ′
i+1 would again contradict Lemma 6.15, because such an hypothesis would require the

existence of some critical pair among the whole set of rewriting steps. Hence,Π ′ in Π ≡

Π0 ⊲
0
ρ . . . ⊲

∂(Π)
ρ Π∂(Π)+1 ≡ Π ′ is unique.

This concludes the part of the paper devoted to proving the complexity property of
ILAL . The next part is about showing it expressive power.

7. A FUNCTIONAL SYNTAX WITH ITS TYPE ASSIGNMENT

This section is about relatingILAL to a functional language. The goal is to supply a
compact functional language to talk about proof-nets. The way to carry out this relation is
to encode a double-side sequent calculus forILAL by means of a functional syntax. Of
course, the double-side sequent calculus is equivalent to the single-side one in Figure 7,
thanks to the relation outlined by the injection in Figure 8 and Lemma 3.1.

We start by introducing the raw terms of our functional syntax which contains patterns
for pattern matching. The grammar of the terms is in Figure 24. The convention is that the
set of patterns is ranged over byP, whileTvariables is ranged over byx, y, w, z.

Figure 25 defines the setΛ of the terms which we take as functional syntax.
For any patternx1⊗. . .⊗xn, the setFV(x1⊗. . .⊗xn) of its free variables is{x1, . . . , xn}.

As usual,λ binds the variables ofM so thatFV(λP.M) is FV(M) \ FV(P). The free
variable sets of all the remaining terms are obvious as the constructors⊗, !, §, !, and §̄ do
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not bind variables. Both! and§ build !-boxes and§-boxes, respectively, beingM thebody.
The term constructor! can mark one of theentry points, namely the inputs, of both!-boxes,
and§-boxes, while§̄ can mark only those of§-boxes.

We shall adopt the usual shortening forλ-terms: λx1. . . . λxn.M is abbreviated by
λx1 . . . xn.M, and(M1 . . . (MnN) . . .) by M1 . . .MnN, i.e., by default, the application
is left-associative.

The elements ofΛ are considered up to the usualα-equivalence. It allows the renaming
of the bound variables of a termM. For example,!(λx.(!y) x) and!(λz.(!y) z) are each
otherα-equivalent.

The substitution ofM for x in N is denoted byN[M/x]. It is the obvious extension to
Λ of the capture-free substitution of terms for variables, defined for theλ-Calculus. For
example,y[x/y] yieldsx.

The substitutions can be generalized to[M1/x1
· · ·Mn /xn

], which means the simulta-
neous replacement ofMi for xi, for every1 ≤ i ≤ n.

We shall use≡ as syntactic coincidence.

7.1 The Type Assignment

The goal of the type assignment is to associate a logical formula to a term which belongs
to a suitable sub-set ofΛ. The logical formula must be inductively built by⊗, ⊸, ∀, !, §,
starting from the set of positive propositional variables{α, β, γ, . . .}. The, just mentioned,
sub-set ofΛ contains the terms that encode a deduction of a double-side sequent calculus,
equivalent to the one in Figure 7, under the injection in Figure 8 and Lemma 3.1.

To formally introduce the type assignment, we need to set some terminology.
Call basic set of assumptionsany set of pairs{x1 : A1, . . . , xn : An} that can be seen as

a function with finite domain{x1, . . . , xn}. Namely, ifi 6= j, thenxi 6= xj.
An extended set of assumptionsis a basic set, containing also pairsP : A, that satisfies

some further constraints. A patternP ≡ x1⊗ . . .⊗xm : A belongs to an extended set of
assumptions:

(1) if A is A1⊗. . .⊗Ap, with p ≥ m, and

(2) if {x1 : B1, . . . , xm : Bm} is a basic set of assumptions, where everyBi is either a
single formula, or tensor of formulas.

For example,{x : γ, y : β} is a legal extended set, while{z⊗x : γ, y : β} is not.
Talking about “assumptions”, we generally mean “extended set of assumptions.” Meta-

variables for ranging over the assumptions areΓ , and∆.
Thesubstitutionson formulas replace formulas for variables in the obvious way.
Figure 26 introduces the double-side sequent calculus ofILAL , with term decorations.

As a remark, the two rules for the second order formulas are not encoded by any term.
Namely, we introduce a system analogous to Mitchell’s languagePure Typing Theory
[Mitchell 1988]. In our case, the logical system of reference is second orderILAL , in
place of SystemF [Girard et al. 1989].

7.2 The Dynamics for the Functional Syntax

We introduceΛ because we want to use it as a program notation in place of the proof-nets.
The reason is to have a more readable syntax. Indeed, the syntax is essentially a standard
λ-Calculus enriched with notation to take care of the box borders.
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(ax)
x : B ⊢ x : B

(cut)
Γ ⊢ M : A ∆,x : A ⊢ N : B

Γ,∆⊢ N[M/x] : B

(w)
Γ ⊢ M : B

Γ,x : A ⊢ M : B
(c)

Γ,x : !A,y : !A ⊢ M : B

Γ,z : !A ⊢ M[z/x
z/y] : B

(⊸l)
Γ ⊢ M : A ∆,y : B⊢ N : C

Γ,∆,x : A ⊸ B ⊢ N[xM/y] : C
(⊸r)

Γ,P : B1⊗...⊗Bn ⊢ M : B

Γ ⊢ λP.M : B1⊗...⊗Bn ⊸ B

(⊗l)
Γ,x1 : B1,x2 : B2 ⊢ M : B

Γ,x1⊗x2 : B1⊗B2 ⊢ M : B
(⊗r)

Γ ⊢ M : B ∆ ⊢ N : A

Γ,∆⊢ M⊗N : B⊗A

(!)
...xi : Ai ... ⊢ M : B 0 ≤ i ≤ n≤ 1

...xi : !Ai ... ⊢ !M[· · · !xi/xi
· · · ] : !B

(§)
...xi : Bi ...x′

j : Aj ... ⊢ M : B 0 ≤ i ≤ m 0 ≤ j ≤ n

...xi : !Bi ...x′
j : §Aj ... ⊢ §M[· · · !xi/xi

· · · §̄x ′

j/x ′

j
· · · ] : §B

(∀l)
Γ,x : [B/α]A ⊢ M : B

Γ,x : ∀α.A ⊢ M : B
(∀r)

Γ ⊢ M : A α 6∈ FV(Γ)

Γ ⊢ M : ∀α.A

Fig. 26. Double-side sequent calculus and functional terms

Fig. 27. How to use the functional terms to program

(λx1⊗...⊗xm≥1.M)M1⊗...⊗Mm �β M[M1/x1
· · ·Mm /xm ]

!!M �! M

§̄§M �§ M

Fig. 28. The rewriting relations for the functional syntax

The correct way to use the functional language is formalizedby Theorem 6.2, and is
summarized in Figure 27. The functional language constitutes the readable form of input
and output in a programming session, where the computationsare developed by exploiting
the proof-nets.

However, to keep things at a more intuitive level, we proposea detour with respect to
the path in Figure 27, by introducing a dynamics directly on the functional language.

Figure 28 defines the basic rewriting relations onΛ.
The first relation is the trivial generalization of theβ-rule of λ-Calculus to abstractions
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(c)

(§)
x1 : !α,x2 : !α ⊢ Kx1 x2 : !α

w1 : !!α,w2 : !!α ⊢ §(K §̄w1 §̄w2) : §!α

z : !!α ⊢ §(K §̄z §̄z) : §!α

(§)
(c)

x1 : !α,x2 : !α ⊢ Kx1 x2 : !α

w : !α ⊢ Kww : !α

z : !!α ⊢ §(K §̄z §̄z) : §!α

Fig. 29. Two derivations for the same term

that bind patterns which represent tuples of variables. Theα-equivalence must be used
to avoid variable clashes when rewriting terms. The second rewriting relationmergesthe
borders of two boxes.

Finally, define the rewriting system; as the contextual closure onΛ of the rewriting
relations in Figure 28. Its reflexive, and transitive closure is;

∗. The pair(Λ, ;) is the
functional language we shall use to show the expressive power of ILAL . We shall generally
adopt an abuse of notation by referring to such a language only with Λ.

7.3 Comments on the Concrete Syntax

We are going to useΛ to encode thePolyTime Turing machines inILAL . As, to develop
examples, we shall compute on the terms ofΛ, we insist recalling that:

the functional language we are going to introduce is by no means a substitute
for the proof-nets.

Indeed, the mismatch between the normalization of the single-side sequent calculus and
the proof-nets, as outlined in both Figure 18 and Figure 19, still exists, when adopting the
functional language in place of the single-side sequent calculus. However, the mismatch
is limited to the parts of the programs that get erased by the computation. So, we can
safely keep observing the transformations of the functional terms, under;, to get the
main intuitions about how the polynomially costing computation effectively develop on
the proof-nets. However, we insist saying that all those whowant to appreciate the details
must program directly with the proof-nets.

Moreover, we have to pay for the notational economy ofΛ, that, for example, represents
the logical contraction by multiple occurrences of the samevariable. This introduces an
ambiguous representation ofILAL by means ofΛ. For example, observe Figure 29. The
same term§(K §̄z §̄z) “encodes” two radically different derivations of the sequent cal-
culus, which is equivalent to saying that§(K §̄z §̄z) “encodes” two structurally different
proof-nets.

Such an ambiguity isnot an issue for us, since, once more, the concrete syntax is not
meant to be a real calculus, as outlined in Figure 27. We only need to agree about the
translation fromΛ to the nets. We choose the one putting the contractions as deeply as
possible. This choice reduces the computational complexity of the translation.

8. ENCODING A NUMERICAL SYSTEM

The numerical system adopted onΛ is the analogous of Church numerals forλ-Calculus.
The type and the terms of thetally integers are in Figure 30. Observe that there is

a translation fromΛ to λ-Calculus that, applied to0 and n, yields λ-Calculus Church
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Int = ∀α.!(α ⊸ α) ⊸ §(α ⊸ α)

0 = λx.§λy.y : Int

n = λx.§(λy.!x(...(!x
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

y)...)) : Int .

Fig. 30. The tally integers

succ = λzx.§(λy.!x( §̄(z x) y)) : Int ⊸ Int

sum = λwzx.§(λy. §̄(wx)( §̄(zx) y)) : Int ⊸ Int ⊸ Int

iter = λxyz.§( §̄(xy) §̄z) : Int ⊸ !(A ⊸ A) ⊸ §A ⊸ §A

mult = λxy.iter x !(λw.sum!yw) §0 : Int ⊸ !Int ⊸ §Int

coerc = λx.§( §̄(x !succ) 0) : Int ⊸ §Int .

Fig. 31. Some combinators on the tally integers

succn

; λx.§(λy.!x( §̄(nx) y))

; λx.§(λy.!x( §̄§(λw.

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

!x(...(!x w)...)) y))

; λx.§(λy.!x((λw.!x(...(!xw)...)) y))

; λx.§(λy.!x(!x(...(!x
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n+1

y)...)))

= n+1 .

Fig. 32. Calculating the numeral next ton

numerals:

λfx. f(. . . (f
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n≥0

x) . . .)) .

The translation just erases all the occurrences of!, §, !, and §̄.
Figure 31 introduces some further combinators on the numerals. To support intuition

about how the computation develops, the numeral next ton can be calculated as in Fig-
ure 32.sumadds two numerals.iter takes as arguments a numeral, astepfunction, and a
basewhere to start the iteration from. Observe thatiter 2 !n §0 cannot have type, for any
numeraln. This because the step function is required to have identical domain and co-
domain. This should not surprise. Taking theλ-Calculus Church numeral2, and applying
it to itself we get an exponentially costing computation.

mult is defined as an iterated sum, for multiplying two numerals.
Finally, coerc(ion) embeds a numeral into a§-box, preserving its value. Look at Fig-

ure 33 for an example.
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coercn

; §( §̄(n !succ) 0)

; §( §̄(§(λw.!!succ(...(!!succw)...))) 0)

; §((λw.succ(...(succw)...))) 0)

; §(

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷
succ(...(succ 0)...))

;
∗ §n .

Fig. 33. Coercion ofn to §n

Tf(g,h) = (f,gh) .

Fig. 34. Template function for the predecessor

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Tf(...Tf(gh)...) = (f,

n−1
︷ ︸︸ ︷
f(...f(gh)...))

Fig. 35. Iterating the template function

8.1 Encoding a Predecessor

The predecessor of the numerical system forΛ is an instance of a general computation
scheme that iterates the template function in Figure 34.T takes a pair of functionsh, g

as arguments, and hasf as its parameter. Ifh : X → Y, g : Y → Z, andf : Z → Z,
for some domainsX, Y, Z, thenTf can be iterated. An example of ann-fold iteration of
Tf from (g, h) is in Figure 35, where it is simple to recognize the predecessor of n, if we
let f : N → N be the identity,g : N → N be the successor,h be0, and if we assume to
erase the first component of the result. Recasting everything in Λ, we get the definitions in
Figure 36.

The termpred iteratesw times!(step!x) from I⊗ y, exploiting the correspondence be-
tweenT andT in Figure 37. Observe also that our predecessor does not makeany explicit
use of the encoding of the additive types by means of the second order quantification. In
[Asperti 1998] the predecessor has a somewhat more intricate form that we recall here:

λnxy.(n (λp.(U I x (p snd))) (U I I y) fst) , (2)

where:

U P Q R = λz.(z P Q R)

fst = λxyz.(x z)

snd = λxyz.(y z) .

pred is obtained by eliminating the non essential components of (2) here above.
Both pred, and (2) aresyntactically linear, so also their complexity is readily linear.

On the contrary, the usual encoding of the predecessor, that, usingλ-Calculus syntax with
pairs〈M, N〉, is:

λnxy.fst(n (λp.〈snd(p), x snd(p)〉) 〈y, y〉) , (3)
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I = λx.x : ∀α.α ⊸ α

π2 = λx⊗ y.y : ∀α.α⊗ α ⊸ α

T = λf.λg⊗ h.(f⊗ (gh)) : ∀α.(α ⊸ α) ⊸ ((α ⊸ α)⊗ α) ⊸ (α ⊸ α)⊗ α

stepz = T z : ((Int ⊸ Int)⊗ Int) ⊸ (Int ⊸ Int)⊗ Int

basey = T I (I⊗ y) : (Int ⊸ Int)⊗ Int

pred = λwx.§(λy.π2( §̄(w !(step!x))(basey))) : Int ⊸ Int

where y,z : Int

Fig. 36. The predecessor

T T

!(step!x) f

I g

I⊗y h

Fig. 37. Correspondence betweenT andT

(⊸l)
!Γ ⊢ Tf : !(A ⊸ A) ∆,y : §(A ⊸ A) ⊢ M : B

(∀l)
!Γ,∆,n : (!(α ⊸ α) ⊸ §(α ⊸ α))[A/α] ⊢ M[ §̄(n Tf)/y] : B

!Γ,∆,Int ⊢ M[ §̄(n Tf)/y] : B

Fig. 38. General iteration scheme: the logical structure

has also an exponential strategy. Such a strategy exists because the term is not syntacti-
cally linear. However bothpred, and (2) witness that the non linearity of (3) is inessen-
tial. In particular, in [Girard 1998], where Girard embeds (3) in LLL , the sub-term
λp.〈snd(p), x snd(p)〉 here above has theadditive type (α&α) ⊸ (α&α). This means
that, at every step of the iterationn (λp.〈snd(p), x snd(p)〉) 〈y, y〉, only one of the multi-
ple uses ofp is effectively useful to produce the result.

Remark8.1. —The procedural iteration scheme in Figure 35, our predecessor is an
instance of, was already used in [Roversi 1998]. However, only reading [Danos and
Joinet 1999], we saw that the iteration in Figure 35 actually“implements” a general
logical iteration scheme, which we adapt toILAL in Figure 38. There, the termM
must containg h, the argument ofn Tf. The more traditional iteration scheme can be
obtained from Figure 38 by letting!∆, y : §(A ⊸ A) ⊢ M : B be the conclusion of the
derivation in Figure 39. Observe that the instance ofM we use for our predecessor is
not as simple as§( §̄w N).

—We want to discuss a little more about the linearity of the additive structures. Not stick-
ing to any particular notation, letfxy = fst〈xy, xy〉. The functionf is just the identity,
and it would get a linear type inILAL . Now, consider ann-fold iteration off by means
of a Church numeraln . Then, let us apply the result to a pair of identities. We havejust
definedgf n = ((n f) I) I. This term is typable inILAL . So, inILAL , gf n normalizes
with a polynomial (in fact linear) cost. However, try to reducegf n in most traditional
lazy call-by-value implementations of functional languages, like SML, CAML, Scheme,
etc.. You will discover that the reduction has an exponential cost. So, firstly, if a usual
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(⊸l)
Θ ⊢ N : A x : A ⊢ x : A

(§)
Θ,y : A ⊸ A ⊢ y N : A

§Θ,w : §(A ⊸ A) ⊢ §( §̄wN) : §A

Fig. 39. Getting the standard iteration scheme

~y3 = y1
0

y2
0 y2

1

y3
0 y3

1 y3
2

Fig. 40. Vector of vectors of variables

λ-termM can be embedded inILAL , then, in general, it isnot true thatM normalizes
with a polynomial cost underany reduction strategy. We only know thatthere exists
an effective way to normalizeM with a polynomial cost. The polynomial reduction, in
general, isnot compatiblewith the lazy call-by-value reduction.
However, consider againgf n = ((n f) I) I. Its lazy call-by-name evaluation has a
linear cost. We leave the following open question: is it truethat, taking a typable term
M, having a polynomially costing reduction strategy, then that strategy can be the lazy
call-by-name?

9. ENCODING THE POLYNOMIALS

In this section we show how to encode the elements ofP , i.e. the polynomials with positive
degrees, and positive coefficients, as terms ofΛ. This encoding is based on the numerical
system of Section 8. It will serve to represent and simulate all PolyTime Turing machines
using the terms ofILAL .

We usepϑ
x to range over the polynomials

∑ϑ
i=0 aix

i ∈ P with maximal non null degree
ϑ, and indeterminatex.

The result of this section is:

THEOREM 9.1. There is a translation̂ : P → Λ, such that, for anypϑ
x ∈ P :

—p̂ϑ
x : Int ⊸ §ϑ+3

Int, and

—pϑ
n = m, if, and only if,p̂ϑ

n ;
∗ §ϑ+3m.

In the following we develop the proof of the theorem, and an example about how the
encoding works.

First of all, some useful notations.
Let pϑ

x be the polynomial
∑ϑ

i=0 aix
i describing the computational bound of the Turing

machine being encoded. Letκ =
ϑ(ϑ+1)

2
.

Abbreviate with~yn ann-long vector of all vectors with length1 throughn, each con-
taining variablesyj

i ∈ Tvariables, where0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and1 ≤ j ≤ n. Figure 40 gives
~y3 as an example. As usual,~y3[i][j] picksy

j
i out of the vector~y.

Figure 41, wherep, q ≥ 0, andn ≥ 1, introduces both a type abbreviation, and some
generalizations of the operations on Church numerals in Section 8.

Figure 42 encodes the polynomialpϑ
x, on which we can remark some simple facts.

tuplen makesn copies of the numeral it is applied to. Every “macro”〈〈ai · xi〉〉~yϑ[i]

represents the factoraix
i so thatxi is a product of as many variables ofTvariables as the
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Intn = Int⊗ ...⊗ Int with n components

0n = 0⊗ ...⊗ 0 with n components

♦nM = ♦(...(♦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

M)...) with ♦ ∈ {!,§,!, §̄}

0
p,q

= §p!q0 : §p!qInt

sumn = λx1⊗...⊗xnz.§(λy. §̄(x1 z)(...( §̄(xn z) y)...)) : Intn ⊸ Int

sump
n = λx1⊗...⊗xn.§p(sumn §̄

p
x1⊗...⊗ §̄

p
xn) : (§p

Int)n ⊸ §p
Int

succp,q = λx.§p(!q(succ!
q
( §̄

p
x))) : §p!qInt ⊸ §p!qInt

coercp,q = λx.§( §̄(x !succp,q) 0
p,q

) : Int ⊸ §p+1!qInt

multp = λxy.§p(mult §̄
p
x §̄

p
y) : §p

Int ⊸ §p!Int ⊸ §p+1
Int

tuplen = λx.§( §̄(x !(λx1⊗...⊗xn.succx1⊗...⊗succxn)) 0n) :

Int ⊸ §(Intn)

Fig. 41. Generalizations of operations on the numerals

p̂ϑ
x = λx.§((λ y1

0

⊗...⊗
yi

0 ⊗...⊗yi
i−1

⊗...⊗
yϑ

0 ⊗...⊗yϑ
ϑ−1.

sumϑ+2
ϑ+1 §1(coercϑ,0 §̄

1
〈〈a0x0〉〉~yϑ [0])

...

⊗§i+1(coercϑ−i,0 §̄
i+1

〈〈aix
i〉〉~yϑ[i])

...

⊗§ϑ+1(coerc0,0 §̄
ϑ+1

〈〈aϑxϑ〉〉~yϑ [ϑ])

) §̄(tupleκ x)) : Int ⊸ §ϑ+3
Int

where:

〈〈ax0〉〉~z 7→ coerc0,0 a : §Int

〈〈axn〉〉~z 7→ multn 〈~z,n−1〉 (coercn−1,1 a) : §n+1
Int (n≥ 1)

〈~z,0〉 7→ coerc0,0
~z[0] : §Int

〈~z,n〉 7→ multn 〈~z,n−1〉 (coercn−1,1
~z[n]) : §n+1

Int (n≥ 1)

Fig. 42. Encoding of the polynomial

degreei. The coercion applied to each of them just adds as many§-boxes as necessary to
have all the arguments ofsumϑ+2

ϑ+1 at the same depthϑ + 2.
We conclude this section with an example. Figure 43 fully develops the encoding of the

polynomialx2 + 1. Assume we want to evaluatêp2

2
, from which we expect§55. Figure 44

gives the main intermediate steps to get to such a result.
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p̂2

2
= §((λy1

0⊗y2
0⊗y2

1.

sum4
3 §1(coerc2,0 §̄

1
〈〈1 · x0〉〉~y2[0])

⊗

§2(coerc1,0 §̄
2
〈〈0 · x1〉〉~y2[1])

⊗

§3(coerc0,0 §̄
3
〈〈1 · x2〉〉~y2[2])

) §̄(tuple3 2)) : Int ⊸ §5
Int

where:

〈〈1 · x0〉〉~y2 [0] = coerc0,0 1 : §Int

〈〈0 · x1〉〉~y2 [1] = mult1 (coerc0,0
~y2[0][1]) (coerc0,1 0) : §2

Int

〈〈1 · x2〉〉~y2 [2] = mult2 (mult1 (coerc0,0
~y2[0][2])

(coerc0,1
~y2[1][2])

) (coerc1,1 1) : §3
Int ,

and

~y2[0][1] = y1
0

~y2[0][2] = y2
0

~y2[1][2] = y2
1

Fig. 43. Encoding the polynomialx2 +1

§̄(tuple3 2) = 2⊗2⊗2

§̄
1
(coerc0,0 1) = 1

§̄
2
(mult1 (coerc0,0 2) (coerc0,1 0)) = 0

§̄
3
(mult2 (mult1 (coerc0,0 2)

(coerc0,1 2)

) (coerc1,1 1)) = 4

§1(coerc2,0 1) = §41

§2(coerc1,0 0) = §40

§3(coerc0,0 4) = §44

§(sum4
3 (§41⊗ §40⊗ §44)) = §55

Fig. 44. Intermediate evaluation steps ofp̂2

2

10. EXPRESSIVE POWER OF ILAL

We are now in the position to show the expressive power ofILAL , by encodingPolyTime
Turing machines inΛ. We shall establish some notations together with some simplifying,
but not restricting, assumptions on the class ofPolyTime Turing machines we want to
encode.

Every machine we are interested to is a tuple〈S, Σ ∪ {⋆,⊥,⊤}, δ, s0, sa〉, where:

—S is the set of states with cardinality|S |,
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—Σ is theinput alphabet,
—⋆,⊥,⊤ 6∈ Σ are “blank” symbols,
—Σ ∪ {⋆,⊥,⊤} is thetape alphabet,
—δ is thetransition function,
—s0 is thestarting state, and
—sa is theaccepting state.

In general, we shall uses to range overS.
The transition function has typeδ : (Σ∪ {⋆,⊥,⊤})×S −→ (Σ∪ {⋆,⊥,⊤})×S× {L, R},

where{L, R} is the set of directions the head can move.
Both⊥, and⊤ are special “blank” symbols. They delimit the leftmost and the rightmost

tape edge. This means that we only consider machines with a finite tape which, however,
can be extended at will. For example, suppose the head of the machine is reading⊤, i.e.
the rightmost limit of the tape. Assume also the head needs tomove rightward, and that,
before moving, it needs to write the symbol1 on the tape. Since the head is on the edge of
the tape, thecontrolof the machine firstly writes1 for ⊤, then adds a new⊤ to the right of
1, and, finally, it shifts the head one place to its right, so placing the head on the just added
⊤. The same can happen to⊥ when the head is on the leftmost edge of the tape.

Obviously, the machines whose finite tape can be extended at will are perfectly equiva-
lent to those that, by assumption, have infinite tape. These latter have a control that does
not require to recognize the borders of the tape, in order to extend it, when necessary.

Taking only machines with finite tape greatly simplifies our encoding, becauseΛ con-
tains only finite terms.

Recall now that we want to encodePolyTime Turing machines. For this reason, we
require that every machine comes with a polynomialpϑ

x, with maximal non null degree
ϑ. The polynomial characterizes the maximal running time. So, everyPolyTime machine
accepts an input oflengthl if, after at mostpϑ

l steps, it enters statesa. Otherwise, it rejects
the input.

Without loss of generality, we add some further simplifyingassumptions. Firstly, when-
ever the machine is ready to accept the input, before entering sa, it shifts its head to
the leftmost tape character, different from⊥. We agree that the output is the portion of
tape from⊥, excluded, through the first occurrence of⋆ to its right. (Of course, for any
PolyTime Turing machine there is one behaving like this with a polynomial overhead.)
Secondly, we limit ourselves toPolyTime Turing machines withΣ = {0, 1}.

Definition 10.1. T ϑ
PolyTime is the set of all PTime Turing machines, described here above.

The next subsections introduce the parts of the encoding of agenericPolyTime Tur-
ing machine, using an instance ofΛ, built from the set of variable namesTvariables =

{0, 1, ⋆,⊥,⊤}. Namely, we use the symbols of the tape alphabet directly asvariablenames
for the term of the encoding. We hope this choice will producea clearer encoding. We
shall try to give as much intuition as possible as the development of the encoding pro-
ceeds. However, some details will become clear only at the end, when all the components
will be assembled together.

10.1 States

Recall that the set of statesS has cardinality|S |. Assume to enumerateS. Theith state is:

statei = λx0⊗. . .⊗x|S|−1⊗v.xi v with 0 ≤ i ≤ |S | − 1 ,
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which has type:

state= ∀αβ.(

|S| times
︷ ︸︸ ︷
(α ⊸ β)⊗. . .⊗(α ⊸ β)⊗α) ⊸ β .

Everystatei extracts a row from an array that, as we shall see, encodes thetranslation̂δ of
δ. So, everyxi stands for theith row of δ̂ which must bea closed term. The parameterv

stands for the variables that the rows ofδ̂ would sharein case theywere not closedterms.
The point here is that the sharing isadditiveand notexponential. We can understand
the difference by assuming to applystatei on a δ̂ with two rowsR1 andR2. Once all
the encoding will be complete, we shall see that, as the computation proceeds, for every
instance of̂δ that the computation generates,only onebetweenR1, R2 is used. The other
gets discarded. This has some interesting consequences on the form ofδ̂ itself, if R1, R2

share some variables. Indeed, assumex1, . . . , xn be all the free variables, withlinear
types,commonto R1, R2. ThenR1 ⊗ R2 can not be typed as it is: everyxj would require
anexponentialtype, contrasting with the effective use of everyxj we are going to do: since
we assume to useeither R1, or R2, everyxj is eventually used linearly. For this reason,
our instance of̂δ is represented as the triple:

(λx1⊗. . .⊗xn.R1) ⊗ (λx1⊗. . .⊗xn.R2) ⊗ (x1⊗. . .⊗xn) .

The leftmost component is extracted by means ofstate0 that appliesλx1⊗· · ·⊗xn.R1 to
x1⊗· · ·⊗ xn. The rightmost component is obtained analogously, by applying state1 to
λx1⊗· · ·⊗ xn.R2 to x1⊗· · ·⊗ xn. Giving linear types to the free variables of the rows in
δ̂, allows their efficient, in factlinear, use.

10.2 Configurations

Each of them stands for the position of the head on an instanceof tape, in some state.
We choose the following term scheme to encode the configurations ofPolyTime Turing
machines:

config = λ01 ⋆ ⊥⊤.

§(λxx ′.(!χ1(. . . (!χp(!⊥ x)) . . .)) ⊗ (!χ ′
1(. . . (!χ ′

q(!⊤ x ′)) . . .)) ⊗ statei) ,

whereχ1≤i≤p, χ ′
1≤j≤q ∈ {0, 1, ⋆}, with p, q ≥ 0. Everyconfighas type:

config = ∀α.!(α ⊸ α) ⊸ !(α ⊸ α) ⊸

!(α ⊸ α) ⊸ !(α ⊸ α) ⊸

!(α ⊸ α) ⊸ §(α ⊸ α ⊸ (α⊗α⊗state)) .

As an example, take the following tape:

⊥ ⋆ 1⊤ . (4)

Assume that the head is reading⊥, and that the actual state issi. Its encoding is:

λ01 ⋆ ⊥⊤.§(λxx ′.x ⊗ (!⊥(! ⋆ (!1(!⊤ x ′)))) ⊗ statei) . (5)

The leftmost component of the tensor in the body of theλ-abstraction is the part of the tape
to the left of the head, also calledleft tape. It is encoded in reversed order. The cell read
by the head, and the part of the tape to its right, theright tape, is the central component of
the tensor.
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Any starting configurationhas form:

λ01 ⋆ ⊥⊤.§(λxx ′.(!⊥ x) ⊗ (!χ1(. . . (!χq(!⊤ x ′)) . . .)) ⊗ state0) ,

where everyχj ranges over{0, 1}, andstate0 encodess0. Namely, the tape has only char-
acters of the input alphabet on it, the head is on its leftmostinput symbol, the left part of
the tape is empty, and the only reasonable state is the initial one.

10.3 Transition Function

The transition functionδ is represented by the term̂δ, which is (almost) the obvious en-
coding of an array in a functional language. So,δ̂ is (essentially) a tuple of tuples. Every
term representing a state can project a row out ofδ̂. We have already seen the encoding
of the states in Subsection 10.1. Since then, we know that every statei needs as argument
the set of variables additively shared by the components of the array it is applied to. So,
δ̂ contains these variables as(|S | + 1)th row. A column of a row is extracted thanks to the
projections in Figure 45. The name of each projection obviously recalls the tape symbol it

Π0 = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤⊗x⊗v.0v

Π1 = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤⊗x⊗v.1v

Π⋆ = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤⊗x⊗v.⋆ v

Π⊥ = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤⊗x⊗v.⊥ v

Π⊤ = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤⊗x⊗v.⊤ v

Π∅ = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤⊗x⊗v.xv

Fig. 45. Projections representing the tape alphabet symbols

is associated to. Every projection has type:

proj α,β =

((α ⊸ β)⊗(α ⊸ β)⊗(α ⊸ β)⊗(α ⊸ β)⊗(α ⊸ β)⊗(α ⊸ β)⊗α) ⊸ β .

The transition function is in Figure 46. For example, we can extract the elementQi,⋆

from δ̂, by evaluating:

Π⋆ (statei (δ̂ (0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤))) .

Finally, the termsQi,j. As expected, they produce a triple in the codomain of the trans-
lation δ̂ of δ. Figure 47 defines 15 terms to encode the triples we need. The triples are

bδ = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

(λx.Q0,0⊗Q0,1⊗Q0,⋆⊗Q0,⊥⊗Q0,⊤⊗Q0,∅⊗x) ⊗
...

(λx.Q|S|−1,0⊗Q|S|−1,1⊗Q|S|−1,⋆⊗Q|S|−1,⊥⊗Q|S|−1,⊤⊗Q|S|−1,∅⊗x) ⊗

0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤

Fig. 46. Encoding the transition functionδ
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left0ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.tl ⊗ (hl (0tr))⊗ stateij

left1ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.tl ⊗ (hl (1tr))⊗ stateij

left⋆ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.tl ⊗ (hl (⋆ tr))⊗ stateij

left0⊥ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.tl ⊗ (⊥ (0 tr))⊗ stateij

left1⊥ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.tl ⊗ (⊥ (1 tr))⊗ stateij

left⋆⊥ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.tl ⊗ (⊥ (⋆ tr))⊗ stateij

right0ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.0 (hl tl)⊗ tr ⊗ stateij

right1ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.1 (hl tl)⊗ tr ⊗ stateij

right⋆ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr. ⋆ (hl tl)⊗ tr ⊗ stateij

right0⊤ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.0 (hl tl)⊗ (⊤ tr)⊗ stateij

right1⊤ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.1 (hl tl)⊗ (⊤ tr)⊗ stateij

right⋆⊤ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr. ⋆ (hl tl)⊗ (⊤ tr)⊗ stateij

stay0ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.(hl tl)⊗ (0tr)⊗ statea

stay1ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.(hl tl)⊗ (1tr)⊗ statea

stay⋆ij = λ0⊗1⊗⋆⊗⊥⊗⊤.

λhltltr.(hl tl)⊗ (⋆ tr)⊗ statea .

Fig. 47. The output triples ofbδ

somewhat hidden in the structure of these terms. However, such terms have the most natu-
ral form we came up, once we choose to manipulate the configurations of Subsection 10.2.

The first three “left” terms move the head from the tophl of the left tape to the top of
the right tape. This move comes after the head writes one of the symbols among{0, 1, ⋆}

on the tape. For example, if the written symbol is⋆, the new right tape becomeshl(⋆ tr).
We recall that⋆ (or 0, or 1) replaces the symbol read before the move. However, if the
character on top of the right tape, before the move, was⊥, one of the last three “left” terms
must be used, instead. They put under the head the symbol which signals the end of the
tape.

The “shifting to the right” behave almost, but not perfectly, symmetrically. The main
motivation is that the head is assumed to read the top of the right tape. So, when it shifts to
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⊸α = (α ⊸ α)

⊗α = ⊸α⊗⊸α⊗⊸α⊗⊸α⊗⊸α

τα = (⊸α) ⊸ α ⊸ α ⊸ (α⊗α⊗state)

rowα = ⊗α ⊸ (shiftα⊗shiftα⊗shiftα⊗shiftα⊗shiftα⊗shiftα⊗ (⊗α))

shiftα = ⊗α ⊸ τα

bδ = ∀α.⊗α ⊸ (rowα⊗...⊗ rowα︸ ︷︷ ︸
|S|

⊗(⊗α))

leftχ
χ ′

: shiftα

rightχ
χ ′

: shiftα

stayχ
χ ′

: shiftα with χ∈ {0,1,⋆} andχ′ ∈ {⊥ij,ij}

bδ : bδ .

Fig. 48. Typing forbδ

⊸α = (α ⊸ α)

⊗α = ⊸α⊗⊸α⊗⊸α⊗⊸α⊗⊸α

!⊗α = (!⊸α)⊗ (!⊸α)⊗ (!⊸α)⊗ (!⊸α)⊗ (!⊸α)

I = λx.x : ⊸α

P⊗ = 0⊗ 1⊗ ⋆ ⊗ ⊥⊗⊤ : ⊗α

!P⊗ = !0⊗ !1⊗ ! ⋆ ⊗ !⊥⊗ !⊤ : !⊗α

Fig. 49. Some useful definitions and abbreviations

the right only the new character that the head writes has to beplaced on the left tape. If the
head was reading⊤ before the move, another⊤ must be added after it. This is done by the
last three “right” shifts. The last three terms are used in two ways. When the actual state
of the encoded machine issa the head cannot move anymore. This is exactly the effect
of every “stay” term. For examplestay1ij must be used when we have to simulate a head
reading1 in the actual statesa: the head must rewrite1 without shifting. The “stay” are
also used as dummy terms in the “∅-column” of δ̂. The elements of that column will never
be used because they correspond to the move directions when the head is beyond the tape
delimiters⊥, and⊤. But this can never happen.

Of course, the choice of which term in Figure 47 we have to use as Qi,j in δ̂ must be
coherent with the behavior ofδ that we want to simulate. We shall see an explicit example
about this later.

Figure 48 gives useful hints to those who want to check the well typing of δ̂. It may help
also saying that, once the whole encoding will be set up, the projectionsΠ0, Π1, Π⋆, Π⊥, Π⊤,
andΠ∅ will be used in̂δ with the type instantiated asproj ⊗α,τα

.

10.4 The Qualitative Part

We shall use the definitions in Figure 49, which also recalls some of the already introduced
abbreviations. Observe that!P⊗ is not a term which represents a derivation of ILAL. How-
ever, it is perfectly sensible to associate it the logical formula that we denote by!⊗α. In
particular,!P⊗ contributes to build a well formed term, once inserted in a suitable context.
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config2config = λc01⋆ ⊥⊤.§(λxx′.(next config!P⊗)

( §̄(c !(stepΠ0 !0)

!(stepΠ1 !1)

!(stepΠ⋆ !⋆)

!(stepΠ⊥ !⊥)

!(stepΠ⊤ !⊤)

)(baseΠ∅ x) (baseΠ∅ x′)

)

)

next config = λP⊗.λ(hl
l⊗hr

l ⊗tl)⊗(hl
r⊗hr

r⊗tr)⊗s.hl
r(s(bδP⊗)) hr

l tl tr

step = λxy.λu⊗v⊗z.x⊗y⊗(vz)

base = λxy.x⊗I⊗y

Fig. 50. Terms producing a configuration from another configuration

The key terms to encode aPolyTime Turing machine are in Figure 50.
config2configtakes a configurationc and yields a new one. Step by step, let us see

the evaluation ofconfig2configapplied to the configuration (5). Substituting (5) forc, the
evaluation of the whole sub-term in the scope of the§̄ operator yields:

(Π∅⊗I⊗x)⊗ (Π⊥⊗!⊥⊗(! ⋆ (!1(!⊤ x ′)))) ⊗ statei . (6)

Observe that (6) is obtained because (5)iterateseverystepfrom basein order to extract
what we callhead pairsfrom the tape. In this example, the two head pairs areΠ∅⊗I, and
Π⊥⊗ !⊥. The head pairs always have the same form:Π0 will always be associated to!0,
Π1 to !1, Π⋆ to !⋆, Π⊥ to !⊥, Π⊤ to !⊤, andΠ∅ to I.

Each ofΠ0, Π1, . . ., together withstatei, extracts an element in a row ofδ̂. This happens
in next config. In its body, the actual states extracts a row from̂δ, and the tape symbolhl

r,
read by the head, picks a move out of the row. In our running example,s is statei, andhl

r

is Π⊥. So, if δ(si,⊥) = (sj, 1, L), thenQi,⊥, producing(sj, 1, L), must beleft1⊥ij. The
next computational steps are, internal tonext configare:

Π⊥ (statei (δ̂ !P⊗)) I x (! ⋆ (!1(!⊤ x ′)))

;
∗ left1⊥ij !P⊗ I x (! ⋆ (!1(!⊤ x ′)))

;
∗ (λhltltr.tl ⊗ (!⊥(!1 tr)) ⊗ statej) I x (! ⋆ (!1(!⊤ x ′)))

;
∗ x ⊗ (!⊥ (!1(! ⋆ (!1(!⊤ x ′))))) ⊗ statej

So, under the hypothesis of simulatingδ(si,⊥) = (sj, 1, L), the termconfigrewrites

λ01 ⋆ ⊥⊤.§(λxx ′.x ⊗ (!⊥(! ⋆ (!1(!⊤ x ′)))) ⊗ statei) (7)

into:

λ01 ⋆ ⊥⊤.§(λxx ′.x ⊗ (!⊥(!1(! ⋆ (!1(!⊤ x ′))))) ⊗ statej) (8)

by means ofconfig2config. For those who want to check thatconfig2configis iterable, i.e.
thatconfig2config: config ⊸ config, Figure 51 gives some useful hints on the typing.
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base = ∀αβ.proj α,β ⊸ α ⊸ proj α,β

step = ∀αβ.proj α,β ⊸ ⊸α ⊸ proj α,β ⊸ proj α,β

next config = ∀α.⊗α ⊸ ((proj ⊗α,τα
⊗(⊸α)⊗α)⊗

(proj ⊗α,τα
⊗(⊸α)⊗α)⊗

state) ⊸ (α⊗α⊗state)

base : base

step : step

next config : next config

Fig. 51. Typing forconfig2config

λ01.§(λx.!χ1(...(!χp x)...)) ,

whereχ1≤i≤p,∈ {0,1} andp≥ 0 .

Fig. 52. Encoding the input tapes

T̂ = λt.config2tapeϑ+5(§((λt1⊗t2.iterϑ+3 (p̂ϑ
x(tape2intt1))

(!config2config)

(tape2configt2)

) §̄(dbl tapet))) : tape ⊸ §ϑ+5 tape

Fig. 53. Encoding aPolyTime Turing machine inT ϑ
PolyTime

10.5 The Whole Encoding

We are, finally, in the position to complete our encoding of the machines inT ϑ
PolyTime, with

a givenϑ, as derivations ofILAL .
Up to now, we have built the two main parts of the encoding. We call themqualita-

tive, andquantitative. The encodinĝδ of the transition function, and the iterable term
config2config, which maps configurations to configurations, belong to the first part. The
encoding of the polynomials falls into the latter.

The whole encoding exploits the quantitative part to iterate the qualitative one, starting
from the initial configuration. This is a suitable extensionof the actual input. Every actual
input of the encoding is a list, standing for a tape with the symbols {0, 1} on it. The
iteration is as much long as the value of the encoding of the polynomial, applied to the
(unary representation) of the length of the actual input.

THEOREM 10.2. There is a translation̂ : T ϑ
PolyTime → Λ such that, for anyT ∈

T ϑ
PolyTime, and any input streamx for T , if Tx evaluates toy, thenT̂ x̂ ;

∗ ŷ. In particular,

T̂ : tape ⊸ §ϑ+6tape, where:

tape = ∀α.!(α ⊸ α) ⊸ !(α ⊸ α) ⊸ §(α ⊸ α) .

The rest of this subsection develops the details about^ : T ϑ
PolyTime → Λ.

Figure 52 introduces the general scheme to encode any input for T as a term.
Figure 53 shows the encodinĝT of T ∈ T ϑ

PolyTime which glues the quantitative and the
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dbl tape = λt.§( §̄(t !(λxy.(succtape0 x)⊗(succtape0 y))

!(λxy.(succtape1 x)⊗(succtape1 y))

) emptytape emptytape) : tape ⊸ §(tape⊗tape)

where

succtapeχ = λt01.§(λx.!χ §̄(t0 1) x) : tape ⊸ tape with χ∈ {0,1}

emptytape = λ01.§(λx.x) : tape

Fig. 54. Doubling the contents of the actual input tape

config2tapep = λc.§p((λ01.§((λw⊗y⊗z.y)

( §̄( §̄
p
c 01 !(λw.emptytape) !I !I)

emptytape emptytape))

) !succtape0 !succtape1
) : §pconfig ⊸ §p+1 tape

Fig. 55. Reading back a tape from a configuration

tape2config = λt.coerc init config(tape2init configt) : tape ⊸ §config

where:

coerc init config = λc.§( §̄(c !(succinit config0)

!(succinit config1)

!(succinit config⊤)

) emptyinit config emptyinit config

) : config ⊸ §config

emptyinit config = λ01⋆ ⊥⊤.§(λxx′.( §̄⊥ x)⊗( §̄⊤ x′)) : config

succinit configχ = λc01⋆ ⊥⊤.§(λxx′.(λw⊗w′⊗s.w⊗(!χw′)⊗s)

( §̄(c0 1 ⋆ ⊥⊤) x x′)

) : config ⊸ config whereχ∈ {0,1}

and:

tape2init config = λt01⋆ ⊥⊤.§(λww′.step(!⊥ w)

!(t !(step! 0)

!(step! 1)

) I⊗(!⊤ w′)⊗state0

) : tape ⊸ config

step = λx.λy⊗z.x⊗(yw) : β ⊸ ((α ⊸ α)⊗α) ⊸ (β⊗α)

Fig. 56. The initial configuration out of the actual input tape

qualitative parts together.
Figures 54, 55, 56, 57, and 58 introduce the termsdbl tape, config2tape, tape2init config,

tape2int, and the generalizationiterp of iter, with 1 ≤ p, used bŷT .
The termdbl tape, applied to a tape, doubles it. This is possible only by accepting that
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tape2int = λts.§(λx. §̄(ts s) x) : tape ⊸ Int

Fig. 57. Transforming the actual input tape into an integer

iterp = λxyz.§p(§( §̄( §̄
p
xy) §̄z)) : Int

p ⊸ !(A ⊸ A) ⊸ §A ⊸ §p+1A

Fig. 58. Generalizing the iteration

the result gets embedded into a§-box. For example:

dbl tape(λ01.§(λx.!1(!0 x)))

;
∗ §((λ01.§(λx.!1(!0 x)))⊗(λ01.§(λx.!1(!0 x)))) .

The termconfig2tapeis used to erase the garbage, left byT̂ on its tape, to produce the
result. Recall, indeed, that we made some assumptions on thebehavior of the elements
of T ϑ

PolyTime when enteringsa. The hypothesis was that the machines we encode enter
sa after their heads read the leftmost element of the tape, different from⊥. A further
assumption is that the result is the portion of tape falling between the head position and
the first occurrence of⋆ to its right, once the machine is in statesa, The termconfig2tape
eliminates all the components of the encoding of a tape whichis p §-boxes deep, but those
between⊥, and the leftmost occurrence of⋆. For example, if̂T reaches the configuration:

C = §p(λ01 ⋆ ⊥⊤.§(λxx ′.!⊥ x⊗!1(! ⋆ (!0(!⊤x ′)))⊗statea)) ,

thenconfig2tapep C ;
∗ §p+1(λ01.§(λx. §̄1 x)), i.e. the result of the simulated machine

is simply the tape with the single alphabet element1, and embedded intop + 1 §-boxes.
The termtape2configgoes in the opposite direction thanconfig2tape. Given the en-

coding of a tapet, tape2configt gives the initial configuration of the encoded machine,
embedded into one§-box. For example:

tape2config(λ01.§(λx.!1(!0 x)))

;
∗ §(λ01 ⋆ ⊥⊤.§(λxx ′.!⊥ x⊗!1(!0(!⊤ x))⊗state0)) .

The termtape2int, applied to a tape, produces the numeral, which expresses the unary
length of the tape itself. For example:

tape2int(λ01.§(λx.!1(!0 x))) ;
∗ λy.§(λx.!y(!y x)) .

The termiterp is the obvious generalization ofiter to a first argument with typeInt
p.

As a summary, we rephrase the intuitive explanation we gave at the beginning of this
subsection, to describe the behavior of the encoding.iterϑ+3 iterateŝpϑ

x (tape2intt1) times
the term!config2config, starting from the initial configuration given bytape2configt2. The
variablest1, t2 stand for the two copies of the input tape, produced bydbl tapet, wheret
represents the input tape itself. Finally,config2tapeϑ+6 reads back the result.

11. CONCLUSIONS

Light Linear Logic [Girard 1998] is the first logical system with cut elimination, whose
formulas can be used as program annotations to improve the evaluation efficiency of the
reduction. In the remark concluding Subsection 8.1, we observed that the relation between
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λ01⋆ ⊥.§(λx.(!χ1(...(!χp(!⊥ x))...)))

⊗

λ01⋆ ⊤.§(λy.(!χ′
1(...(!χ′

q(!⊤ y))...)))

⊗

statei

whereχ1≤i≤p,χ′
1≤j≤q ∈ {0,1,⋆}, with p,q≥ 0.

Fig. 59. Obvious encoding of the configurations

the strategy to get such an efficiency and the more traditional strategies is not completely
clear; we left an open problem.

By drastically simplifying Light Linear Logic sequent calculus, Intuitionistic Light Affine
Logic helps to understand the main crucial issues of Girard’s technique to control the com-
putational complexity. Roughly, it can be summarized in themotto: stress and take ad-
vantage of linearity whenever possible. Technically, the simplification allows to see§ as a
weakversion of dereliction in Linear Logic [Girard 1995]. It opens!-boxes while preserv-
ing the information on levels. Moreover, the proof about theexpressive power ofILAL
is not immediately trivial. In particular, some reader may have noticed that the configu-
rations of the machines are not encoded obviously, like in [Girard 1998], as recalled in
Figure 59. [Roversi 1999] discusses about why such an encoding can not work. Roughly,
it does not allow to write aniterablefunctionconfig2config, which is basic to produce the
whole encoding.

The idea to consider full weakening in Light Linear Logic, toget Light Affine Logic,
was suggested by the fact that in Optimal Reduction [Aspertiand Guerrini 1998] we may
freely erase any term. For the experts: the garbage nodes do not get any index.

Some attempts to extract a programming language with automatic polymorphic type
inference, fromILAL are in [Roversi 1998; 2000]. However, they must be improved in
terms of expressive power and readability.
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